THE NEW ŠKODA

KODIAQ
LAURIN & KLEMENT

TAKE A STEP UP
The ŠKODA KODIAQ is our
flagship SUV, and its most refined
iteration is named after our
founders, Laurin and Klement.

Because it bears their name,
nothing has been spared –
a chrome grille, exclusive
Laurin & Klement badges,
unique 19" Sirius alloy wheels
and interior trims allow you to
conquer new ground in style.
And being a ŠKODA at heart,
the elegance of the KODIAQ
LAURIN & KLEMENT is matched
with Simply Clever solutions,
generous space and modern
connectivity features.

The KODIAQ LAURIN & KLEMENT
is yet another example of our
philosophy of making beautifully
designed cars that are as much
a joy to drive now as they were
back when we started.
That’s Simply Clever.
That’s ŠKODA.

A SIGNED PIECE
OF ART
The original Laurin & Klement badge is
a reminder of ŠKODA’s founding fathers.
Their focus was on the highest level of
craftsmanship, revolutionary technical
design and a personal approach to customers.
So we continue that tradition. And it’s fitting
that the most luxurious ŠKODA vehicles
carry the name Laurin & Klement, a perfect
testament to our predecessors’ legacy.

THE DRIVING IS EASY
Both drivers and passengers can expect maximum
comfort inside the KODIAQ LAURIN & KLEMENT.
The interior is characterised by high-quality materials
and original design features. Driving pleasure is enhanced
by exclusive equipment including, among other things,
the multifunctional leather steering wheel and LED
ambient lighting, which runs along the inside of the car.

BESPOKE, FROM
EVERY ANGLE
Luxurious details and styling accents are found
throughout the car. This elegance is suitably
accompanied by impressive performance. Add to
this the optional 4x4 drive, and driving becomes
a much more enjoyable and safer experience.

STYLISH DETAIL
A decorative strip in
Piano Black carries the
Laurin & Klement badge.

INTERIOR DESIGN
The interior features black
or beige leather upholstery
with the Laurin & Klement
logo embroidered on the
seat backrests. Naturally, the
electrically-adjustable driver
seat with built-in memory
also comes as standard.

ŠKODA CONNECT:
TAKE THE ONLINE
WORLD WITH YOU

PARKING POSITION
Retrieve the exact location of your car
in large car parks from anywhere, by
displaying the address, time and date
of parking on your mobile phone.

EMERGENCY CALL
The SOS call is placed automatically during
an emergency where the restraint system
has been activated. This emergency system
can also be activated manually by pressing
the red button on the roof console.

The KODIAQ LAURIN & KLEMENT helps you stay connected
wherever you are. Being online fully and permanently means not
only having access to entertainment and information, but also
possible assistance while on the move. ŠKODA CONNECT is your
gateway to a world of unlimited communication possibilities.

ONLINE TRAFFIC
INFORMATION
Always take the best
route: up-to-date
information gives you
a perfect overview of
every trip. It also enables
you to react to new
developments, such as
roadworks, accidents
and traffic jams.

WEATHER
Get the latest weather
report for your current
location, destination
or anywhere else with
detailed forecasts,
including precipitation
predictions and warnings.

ŠKODA CONNECT
This offer includes two categories of service. While
Infotainment Online delivers real-time information
to navigation about traffic, for example, Care Connect
focuses on help and safety, enabling remote access
and control of the vehicle. It also offers an assistance
service for any situation that needs it.

DRIVING DATA
Information about your journey, such as
average consumption, average speed,
distance and journey time, is stored. You
can display your personal driving data and
have an overview of all your trips.

SMARTLINK+
With the SmartLink+ system (ŠKODA Connectivity bundle
supporting MirrorLink®, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto) the
car’s infotainment system enables the driver to safely use
the phone while driving. Plus, all installed applications that are
certiﬁed as safe for vehicles are compatible with MirrorLink®,
Apple CarPlay or Android Auto. The SmartLink+ system also
includes the SmartGate function. It enables you to connect
your smartphone to the car via cable to access interesting
data about your drive, like driving economy, driving dynamics
or service information. (Visit our website for usage terms and
compatibility information for SmartLink+.)

IMAGE DISCLAIMER
The images presented in this catalogue
(brochure) are used for illustrative purposes
only and are not intended to form part of any
contract or warranty. They display pre-series
cars and certain illustrations, features, parts
and equipment may differ from the actual
production cars and from country to country.
To get the exact specification of features,
parts and equipment, please get in touch
with your nearest local ŠKODA dealer.

MyŠKODA App
Get your very own personal digital companion.
Download MyŠKODA App featuring PAUL,
an interactive assistant who’s there to help
you, not only with watching over your car,
but also with managing your day.

ŠKODA Connect App
Enjoy full control of your car.
Download ŠKODA Connect and access
all necessary features anytime, whether
it’s driving data, fuel range, planning
a route or even where you last parked.

IF YOU’ VE ENJOYED READING ABOUT IT
― IMAGINE DRIVING IT

